
FALLING | IN LOVE Grand Show 
(966 characters) A sparkling Grand Show to fall in love with  

Berlin's hottest show jewel is called FALLING | IN LOVE. Ravishing beauty and an explosion of colour await the 

audience.  

The ingenious signature of Parisian designer Jean Paul GAULTIER hovers over the Grand Show and an 

extraordinary collaboration with Swarovski transforms FALLING | IN LOVE with the magic of 100 million crystals 

into the most sparkling Grand Show ever.  

Join You, a young deaf poet, on his journey into the lost garden of love. There he sees what he has never seen 

before. That eternal human dream of a better world actually exists. But walled in by traditional normsit has lost 

all its colourfulness. 

Will a young, deaf poet finally find the words that will make beauty and love blossom again in all their colours? 

FALLING | IN LOVE is a blossoming fantasy. As dreamlike as it could be true.  

Experience an unforgettable evening at the Palast with more than 100 artists on the world’s biggest theatre 

stage, so beautiful it’s hard not to fall in love. 

 

(1.293 characters) A sparkling Grand Show to fall in love with  

FALLING | IN LOVE at the Friedrichstadt-Palast Berlin.  

Berlin's hottest show jewel is called FALLING | IN LOVE. Ravishing beauty and an explosion of colour await the 

audience. Curated by Parisian star designer Jean Paul GAULTIER and with the magic of 100 million Swarovski 

crystals. 

The word FALLING in the show name describes the feeling in these times that the ground beneath us sometimes 

seems to sway and crack. But we at the Palast believe, despite everything, in the beauty of this world and the 

goodness in people. 

Our protagonist You, a young deaf poet, takes you on his journey to the lost garden of love. There he sees what 

he has never seen before. That eternal human dream of a better world actually exists. But walled in by 

traditional normsit has lost all its colourfulness. 

Will a young, deaf poet finally find the words that will make beauty and love blossom again in all their colours? 

The ingenious signature of Parisian designer Jean Paul GAULTIER hovers over the Grand Show and an 

extraordinary cooperation with Swarovski transforms FALLING | IN LOVE into the most sparkling Grand Show 

ever.  

FALLING | IN LOVE is a blossoming fantasy. As dreamlike as it could be true. With more than 100 artists on the 

world’s biggest theatre stage, so beautiful it’s hard not to fall in love. 

Friedrichstadt-Palast Berlin 
(356 characters) 

The Friedrichstadt-Palast is the most visited stage in Germany and recommended as a “must-see” during every 

visit to Berlin by the New York Times. The Palast is known for its unique program and dimensions: with over 100 

artists on the world's largest theatre stage, the Palast is home to the biggest ensuite shows in the world! An 

unforgettable experience. 
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